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Indian territorial space is commonly perceived to be extending over 
3,287,263 sq. km. This statistic often overlooks the maritime jurisdiction over 
2,013,410 sq. km. of Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and approximately 
1.2 million sq. km. of Extended Continental Shelf filed on 11 May 2009. 
This maritime space of 3.2 million sq. km. nearly doubles the associated 
air space management expanse. Classical airspace management in military 
operations enhances combat effectiveness by encouraging the safe, efficient, 
and flexible use of airspace with minimal restrictions on friendly airspace 
users. It also entails coordinating, integrating, and managing airspace to 
maximise efficacy at all levels of conflict. Maritime airspace management, 
further looks at preventive approaches to ensure all users of the airspace 
refrain from interfering with one another. Additionally, it needs to simplify 
air defence identification, and accommodate the safe passage of all air 
traffic. Roles and duties affecting this system are approaching increasing 
complexity and require a judicious mix of technology and computational 
options. The use of 4D maritime space in surface, sub-surface, aerospace 
and cyber-domain, increases the applicability of AI to naval operations. 
The Information Fusion Centre–Indian Ocean Region (IFC-IOR) is also 
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conceived to answer this requirement to foster maritime safety and 
security collaboration, given the region’s significance in international trade 
and security.

This article will look into the evolution of conventional airspace management 
at sea and the usage of AI in maritime airspace management from the man-
machine interface of detection, identification, designation and action. 

Keywords: Maritime Airspace Management, Exclusive Economic Zone 
(EEZ), Artificial Intelligence (AI), 4D Maritime Space, Information Fusion 
Centre–Indian Ocean Region (IFC-IOR)

IntroductIon

Indian territorial space includes a maritime jurisdiction over 3.2 million 
sq. km. of EEZ and Extended Continental Shelf, which nearly doubles the 
associated air space management expanse. Amidst that, maritime airspace 
management is essential to ensure safe and efficient use of airspace, prevent 
interference with other users, it will also simplify air defence identification, 
and accommodate the safe passage of all air traffic. Maritime airspace 
management is a complex and dynamic process that involves the coordination 
and integration of different domains, like the surface, subsurface, aerospace, 
and cyber domains. For example, to understand how different domains work 
together is mentioned below, imagine a naval task force sailing through the 
vast expanse of the Indian Ocean, patrolling for potential threats to national 
security. As the task force approaches a critical area, multiple aircraft are 
launched to provide air cover and surveillance. Since airspace is crowded, 
with civilian aircraft and other military assets operating in the same area, the 
maritime space is finding it very difficult to accommodate its tasks. To address 
the challenges of maritime airspace management, the network-centric tools 
and artificial intelligence are increasingly being leveraged.1 These technologies 
enable the integration of data from multiple sources, providing a more 
comprehensive picture of the maritime environment. They also enable the 
development of advanced decision-making tools and support systems, which 
enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of air operations. The term does not 
figure in the Chicago Convention related to International Civil Aviation. 
However, with the increasing complexity of roles and duties involved in 
maritime airspace management requires a judicious mix of technology and 
computational options, such as Artificial Intelligence (AI).2

Air Space management can be understood as the practice of organising 
and regulating airspace to ensure the safe and efficient operation of all air 
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traffic while preventing mutual interference among all users of the airspace. 
It also involves facilitating air defence identification and accommodating the 
flow of air traffic safely. Air missions comprise meticulously strategised and 
spontaneously executed operations.3 Aircraft often embark from tactical field 
bases where the exigencies of location can impose constraints on real-time 
or uninterrupted communication with airspace control entities within the 
operational area.4

Therefore, this article seeks to explore the evolution of conventional 
airspace management at sea, the challenges of integrating different domains 
in maritime airspace management, the emergence of collaborative network-
centric operations, and the usage of AI in maritime airspace management. 
The article also discusses the importance of developing robust cybersecurity 
measures and establishing clear policies and procedures to enhance the safety 
and security of naval assets and personnel. Ultimately, this article aims to 
provide a philosophy for the effective management of maritime airspace in 
an AI environment.

hIstorIcal evolutIon of conventIonal aIrspace  
ManageMent at sea

The evolution of conventional airspace management at sea can be traced, 
with a focus on different sources. The emergence of air defence system, the 
integration of air and missile defence, and the increasing importance of 
aviation assets information management are discussed.

A conceptual overview of airspace management at sea would include the 
management of air defence systems and the development and management of 
maritime air assets. Air defence systems involve the detection and interception 
of enemy aircraft using radar and fighter planes. These systems have evolved 
over time, from the early use of radar and fighter planes in World War II to 
the development of advanced missile systems such as the SM-2 and SM-6 in 
the Cold War.5

In addition to air defence systems, the development and management of 
maritime air assets have played a significant role in naval operations. These 
assets include carrier-based aircraft, maritime patrol aircraft, and unmanned 
systems. Carrier-based aircraft are used to project power and provide air 
support to naval operations. Maritime patrol aircraft provide surveillance and 
reconnaissance capabilities, while unmanned systems have the potential to 
enhance situational awareness and provide new capabilities in the maritime 
domain.
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The management of these assets also involves the use of advanced 
technologies such as air-refuelling capabilities, advanced aircraft such as the 
F-35 Lightning II, and advanced command and control systems such as the 
Aegis Combat System and the Link 16 tactical data link.6

Overall, the effective management of air defence and maritime air assets 
requires a comprehensive and integrated approach that leverages the strengths 
of different domains, including surface, sub-surface, aerospace, and cyber 
domains.7 It also requires continued research and development in areas such 
as network-centric tools and artificial intelligence to address new challenges 
as they arise.

case studIes leadIng to alternatIve solutIons

The USS Vincennes Incident
The USS Vincennes incident serves as a stark reminder of the human element 
in technology-driven operations. In 1988, the USS Vincennes, a US guided-
missile cruiser, mistakenly shot down Iran Air Flight 655, killing all 290 
people on board. The incident was attributed to a series of errors, including 
misidentification of the aircraft, communication breakdowns, and the 
absence of advanced decision-support systems.8

The USS Vincennes incident highlights the potential for catastrophic 
consequences when technology fails to account for human factors and 
decision-making processes. The absence of advanced AI-driven systems 
capable of real-time situational awareness and threat assessment could have 
potentially mitigated the errors leading to this tragedy.

The USS Vincennes incident emphasises the importance of human-
technology collaboration in complex decision-making environments. AI-
powered systems can enhance situational awareness and provide real-time 
decision support, reducing the risk of human error.9

Implementation of the Aegis Combat System
The Aegis Combat System (ACS) represents a significant technological 
advancement in maritime warfare. Deployed on various US Navy vessels, the 
ACS integrates sensors, weapons, and communication systems into a unified 
network-centric platform. This integrated approach enhances situational 
awareness, enabling real-time coordination of defence responses against 
multiple threats.
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The ACS exemplifies the benefits of network-centric warfare, laying the 
groundwork for the integration of AI-driven systems into maritime operations. 
AI algorithms can further enhance the ACS’s capabilities by providing real-
time threat analysis, predictive modelling, and adaptive response strategies.10

The Aegis Combat System demonstrates the effectiveness of network-
centric warfare in maritime operations. AI integration can further enhance 
the ACS’s capabilities, enabling real-time threat assessment and adaptive 
response strategies.

AI-driven Anomaly Detection in the Strait of Hormuz
The Strait of Hormuz, a critical choke point for global oil transportation, 
is a hotspot for maritime security concerns. AI algorithms have emerged as 
valuable tools for identifying anomalous vessel behaviours that may indicate 
potential threats or illegal activities. By analysing historical data and real-time 
inputs from sensors, AI systems can proactively detect and alert authorities 
about suspicious activities.

The application of AI-driven anomaly detection in the Strait of Hormuz 
demonstrates the proactive potential of AI in maritime surveillance and threat 
assessment. AI systems can effectively analyse vast amounts of data, identifying 
patterns and anomalies that may be overlooked by human observers.

AI-driven anomaly detection enhances maritime security by proactively 
identifying suspicious vessel behaviours.11 AI algorithms can analyse large 
datasets to identify patterns and anomalies that may indicate potential 
threats.12

These case studies effectively illustrate the impact of technology, 
particularly AI, on maritime airspace management. The USS Vincennes 
incident highlights the need for human–AI collaboration and advanced 
decision-support systems. The Aegis Combat System demonstrates the 
benefits of network-centric warfare and the potential for AI integration. 
Finally, AI-driven anomaly detection in the Strait of Hormuz showcases the 
proactive potential of AI in maritime surveillance and threat assessment.

doMaIn dynaMIcs of a four-dIMensIonal MarItIMe space

The domain dynamics of a four-dimensional maritime space, includes the 
surface, subsurface, aerospace, and cyber spaces. As per standard reports, 
the total land area on Planet Earth is approximately 148 million square 
kilometres. Within this the Navy alone has a reach and capability to monitor 
the entire Indian Ocean of around 70 million kilometres square. However, 
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it is a tough task for a single country to monitor the safety and security in 
the region. Thus, Indian Navy as part of its responsibility in ensuring the 
safety of navigation in the Indian Ocean, has showcased its most potent 
air and surface platforms in inducting long-range maritime patrol aircraft 
P-8I, aircraft carrier Vikramaditya with ships like destroyer Kolkata13 to 
secure the maritime space. However, the challenges of integrating these 
different domains remain the same, such as the complexity of information 
management and the integration of civilian and military assets. These have 
been discussed later.

One of the key challenges in managing these domains is the complexity 
of information management. Each domain generates a large amount of data 
that must be collected, analysed, and disseminated in real-time to support 
decision-making. This requires advanced information management systems 
that can integrate data from multiple sources and provide situational 
awareness to commanders and operators.

Another challenge is the integration of civilian and military assets in these 
domains. For example, civilian ships and aircraft may be operating in the 
same area as military assets, creating the potential for confusion and conflict. 
Effective integration requires the development of protocols and procedures 
that enable civilian and military assets to operate safely and effectively in the 
same space.

Furthermore, the different domains present different challenges and 
opportunities for operations. Surface operations are impacted by weather and 
sea conditions, while subsurface operations are impacted by water pressure 
and acoustic conditions. Aerospace operations require advanced aircraft and 
support systems, while cyber operations require advanced technologies and 
expertise.14

In order to tackle these issues, maritime operations are progressively 
turning to network-centric techniques and artificial intelligence. In India’s 
maritime operations, Area Control and the Flight Information Region (FIR) 
are pivotal in maintaining seamless communication with the Maritime 
Operation Centres (MOC) situated in Mumbai and Visakhapatnam. These 
centres are linked to additional MOCs in Kochi and Port Blair, establishing 
a comprehensive network for traffic awareness and airspace management. 
Despite this network, the swift launch of fighters and helicopters from naval 
vessels is routine. It is the aircraft carrier that assumes primary responsibility 
for airspace management, conducting area control in synergy with FIR 
directives, utilising satellite communications (Satcom) or high-frequency 
(HF) systems to ensure operational integrity. These technologies have the 
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capability to facilitate the integration of data from many sources, thereby 
offering commanders and operators with real-time situational awareness. In 
addition, they have the potential to facilitate the creation of sophisticated 
decision-making tools and support systems, including predictive analytics 
and autonomous systems.

The Indian Air Force (IAF) control centres receive consistent updates, and 
it is noteworthy that carrier-launched aircraft generally operate outside the 
FIR or Air Defence Control (ADC) designations during standard missions, 
being directly overseen by the carrier itself. In situations where unidentified 
aircraft are detected by shore, it is generally impractical for land-based aircraft 
to engage. Therefore, the onus of maintaining navigational safety in these 
scenarios is best assigned to the aircraft carrier, which is equipped to manage 
such interventions effectively.

Overall, the domain dynamics of a four-dimensional maritime space 
presents unique challenges and opportunities for maritime operations. 
The effective integration of these domains requires advanced information 
management systems, the integration of civilian and military assets, and the 
development of advanced technologies and expertise.

eMergence of collaboratIve netWork centrIc operatIons and 
Ifc-Ior

The emergence of collaborative network-centric operations and the importance 
of the Indian Ocean Region (IOR) as a strategic nexus for maritime airspace 
management are discussed in this section. The need for effective coordination 
and integration of different domains, such as surface, subsurface, aerospace, 
and cyber spaces, is highlighted. The importance of combined exercises such 
as Malabar, which showcase the capabilities of network-centric tools and 
artificial intelligence in enabling efficient coordination and integration of 
different domains, is also discussed.

The predominant use of computers and information sharing technologies 
to create shared awareness of a battlespace and effect command and control 
is known as Network Centric Operations (NCO).15 Whereas Information 
Fusion Centre for Indian Ocean region (IFC-IOR) is an Indian initiative to 
work along with like-minded countries in sharing the real-time developments 
in the maritime domain.16 Technically, NCO is a network infrastructure 
that supports cutting-edge features like encrypted communication, real-time 
battlefield command and control, with the use of AI to bolster security. The 
primary goal of establishing IFC-IOR was to enhance maritime security in the 
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region and beyond through the development of a shared, consistent picture 
of the maritime situation and acting as a maritime information channel in 
the region.17

The maritime space would be able to achieve previously unachievable 
levels of situational awareness, analysis, and tackling real-time situations, if 
both NCO and IFC-IOR platforms adopt AI technology that would benefit 
different domains of defence forces.

Integrated MarItIMe aIr theatre and  
InforMatIon coMplexItIes

An integrated maritime air theatre (IMAT) is a concept that seeks to 
integrate air operations across the surface, subsurface, aerospace, and 
cyber domains in a coordinated and efficient manner. The IMAT concept 
is important for the effective management of maritime airspace and 
the integration of air operations with naval operations, thus enhancing 
jointness among the forces, which can help in reducing the duplication of 
resources.18 

One of the key challenges in implementing the IMAT concept is 
information management. The IMAT concept requires the integration of 
data from multiple sources, including sensors, platforms, and command 
and control centres, to create a more comprehensive picture of the maritime 
environment.19 This requires advanced information management systems 
that can collect, analyse, and disseminate data in real-time.

Furthermore, the integration of data from different domains presents 
significant challenges. For example, data from surface operations may not be 
compatible with data from subsurface or aerospace operations. This requires 
the development of protocols and standards that enable data to be shared and 
integrated across different domains.

Another challenge is the integration of civilian and military assets in 
the maritime domain. Civilian ships and aircraft may be operating in the 
same area as military assets, creating the potential for confusion and conflict. 
Effective integration requires the development of protocols and procedures 
that enable civilian and military assets to operate safely and effectively in the 
same space.20 In wartime scenarios, where the disclosure of naval vessels’ and 
airborne units’ locations is operationally sensitive, the duty to safeguard these 
assets falls on the launch platform. This entity must then take all necessary 
measures to assure the security of the aircraft and helicopters under its aegis 
without compromising their positions.
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The integration of data from multiple sources and the integration of 
civilian and military assets are critical for the success of the IMAT concept. 
They enable the creation of a more comprehensive picture of the maritime 
environment, and enhance situational awareness and decision-making. They 
also enable the development of advanced tools and systems, such as predictive 
analytics and autonomous systems, that can enhance the effectiveness of air 
operations.

Overall, the IMAT concept is an important framework for the effective 
management of maritime airspace and the integration of air operations with 
naval operations. The successful implementation of the IMAT concept 
requires advanced information management systems, the integration of data 
from multiple sources, and the integration of civilian and military assets in 
the maritime domain.21

aI based ManageMent of doMaIn data

The potential of AI-based management of domain data to revolutionise 
maritime airspace management is discussed in this section. The importance 
of leveraging historical data and integrating multiple sources of information 
to enable efficient and effective decision-making has been highlighted. The 
man–machine interface of detection, identification, designation, and action, 
which is crucial in the AI-based management of domain data, has been 
explored in this section.

The ‘Project Bluebird’ in the form of a collaborative effort between 
NATS and The Alan Turing Institute is aiming to create a feasible AI system 
capable of managing a designated airspace sector.22

The predominant use of AI, any discipline that does not experience 
a corresponding technological leap risks falling behind in future scientific 
developments. As a result, many nations prioritise research and development 
on military applications of AI to ensure continued dominance on the 
battlefield. The military can make use of AI-based technologies to carry 
out complex and exacting missions, especially in hostile and unpredictable 
environments like the maritime battlespace. The use of AI-based systems to 
monitor, compute, detect, chart, and carry out the best actions for a vessel 
improves upon pre-existing nautical capabilities in oceanic environments that 
are often unmapped and difficult to navigate.23

The potential of AI-based management of domain data to revolutionise 
maritime airspace management cannot be overstated. By enabling the 
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processing of vast amounts of data, AI-based systems can enhance decision-
making in the maritime domain. Historical data is particularly important 
in this context as it can enable the development of predictive analytics and 
decision-making tools that can improve situational awareness and support 
better decision-making. The integration of multiple sources of information, 
such as sensor data, intelligence reports, and communication logs, further 
improves the accuracy and comprehensiveness of the information available, 
allowing for more effective and timely responses to potential threats.24

The man–machine interface of detection, identification, designation, 
and action is a critical aspect of AI-based management of domain data. In the 
maritime domain, this interface can support decision-making in areas such as 
target detection and identification, mission planning, and asset management. 
By integrating AI-based systems with human decision-making, decision-
makers can access a vast array of data and tools to support their decision-
making, enabling more effective and efficient operations.

However, the use of AI-based systems in maritime airspace management 
also presents significant challenges. One of the main challenges is ensuring that 
the data used by AI-based systems is accurate, reliable and secure. Inaccurate 
or unreliable data can lead to incorrect decisions and actions that can result 
in significant consequences. Additionally, there is a need to ensure that the 
development and implementation of AI-based systems is transparent, ethical, 
and compliant with relevant laws and regulations. AI-based systems must be 
designed to ensure the protection of personal data, avoid discrimination, and 
prevent unauthorised access to information.25

applIcatIon of aI In MarItIMe aIr space ManageMent

With little of AI policy application in the open domain, it is apt to surmise the 
preceding discussion into a few cogent conclusions and recommendations. 
Whereas internal strategic and operational reviews will be done at a service-
specific level, it is germane to present this paper’s outcomes.

The rapid advancements in AI are poised to revolutionise maritime 
airspace management, offering significant potential for enhanced safety, 
efficiency and operational capabilities. Emerging AI technologies, such as 
predictive analytics and machine learning models, hold immense promise in 
optimising airspace usage and predicting optimal flight paths based on real-
time data from weather patterns, ocean currents, and traffic density. This 
data-driven approach can lead to more informed decision-making, reducing 
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the risk of accidents and delays, while also optimising fuel consumption and 
minimising environmental impact.

The development of autonomous UAVs powered by AI could further 
transform maritime surveillance and reconnaissance capabilities. These AI-
driven UAVs could provide persistent surveillance over vast areas, collecting 
critical intelligence without risking personnel or requiring extensive resource 
allocation. Additionally, AI algorithms can analyse the vast amounts of data 
collected by these UAVs, identifying anomalies and potential threats in real-
time, enabling proactive threat assessment and response.

feW recoMMendatIons for strategIc aI IntegratIon

To fully harness the potential of AI in maritime airspace management, the 
Indian Naval leadership should consider implementing or even strengthening 
the following strategic actions:
1. Investing in machine learning and data analytics capabilities: Establishing 

robust AI infrastructure and expertise in machine learning and data 
analytics is crucial for effective AI integration. This investment will enable 
the Indian Navy to develop and implement AI-powered solutions for 
real-time decision-making, threat analysis, and operational optimisation.

2. Developing AI literacy among naval personnel: Integrating AI into 
maritime operations requires a workforce equipped with the necessary 
knowledge and skills to utilise AI tools effectively. Comprehensive 
training programmes should be implemented to educate naval personnel 
on the principles and applications of AI, fostering a culture of AI literacy 
within the organisation.

3. Establishing protocols for AI integration: Seamless integration of AI systems 
with existing naval operations is essential to ensure optimal performance 
and minimise disruption. Well-defined protocols and guidelines 
should be developed to govern the integration process, ensuring clear 
communication, data sharing, and decision-making frameworks across 
platforms.

4. Leverage ongoing exercises for AI testing and refinement: The Indian Navy’s 
ongoing ‘Varuna’ series of naval exercises with the French Navy provides 
an excellent platform for testing and refining AI applications in maritime 
operations. These exercises can serve as real-world testbeds for AI-assisted 
joint operations, allowing for continuous improvement and adaptation 
of AI tools.
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The Indian Navy has made significant strides in streamlining airspace 
management, and the incorporation of AI can further enhance these efforts. 
AI-powered solutions can optimise flight paths, reduce congestion, and 
improve overall airspace utilisation. Additionally, AI algorithms can analyse 
real-time data from sensors and surveillance systems, providing critical 
insights for threat detection and incident response.

The future of maritime airspace management is inextricably linked to 
AI and network-centric operations. As AI technologies continue to evolve, 
we can expect to see the emergence of autonomous systems capable of 
independent decision-making and execution, advanced threat detection 
algorithms that can identify and classify threats with greater precision, and 
AI-assisted collaborative decision-making platforms that foster seamless 
information sharing and coordinated response among multiple stakeholders.

AI will play a pivotal role in shaping the future of maritime airspace 
management, enabling more resilient and adaptive operational frameworks. 
AI-powered systems will anticipate challenges, streamline command and 
control processes, and safeguard the vast maritime frontiers, ensuring the 
safety and security of India’s maritime domain.

future of aIrspace ManageMent and strategIes needed for It 

The future of airspace management in the maritime domain is rapidly 
evolving, with the need for network-centric tools, artificial intelligence, 
robust cybersecurity measures, and clear policies and procedures.

First, network-centric tools will play a critical role in maritime airspace 
management. These tools enable the integration of data from multiple 
sources and the creation of a common operating picture. Network-centric 
tools can also support collaborative decision-making, enabling real-time 
communication and information sharing between different assets and 
platforms. The development and adoption of such tools will be crucial to 
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of maritime airspace management.

Second, AI has the potential to transform maritime airspace management. 
AI can enhance situational awareness, enable predictive analytics, and 
automate routine tasks, freeing up personnel to focus on higher-level decision-
making. AI can also enable the development of autonomous systems, which 
can operate in complex environments and enhance the capabilities of naval 
aviation assets. As such, AI will play an increasingly important role in the 
maritime air domain, enabling more effective and efficient operations.
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Third, the importance of developing robust cybersecurity measures and 
establishing clear policies and procedures cannot be overstated. The maritime 
domain is increasingly becoming a target for cyber-attacks, and there is a 
need to develop effective measures to protect critical infrastructure and 
sensitive data. Additionally, clear policies and procedures are necessary to 
ensure that personnel are aware of their roles and responsibilities, and that 
they are equipped to respond to cyber threats effectively.

Finally, continued research and development will be critical to improving 
the capabilities of the systems and addressing new challenges as they arise. 
The development of new technologies and the refinement of existing ones 
will be necessary to keep pace with evolving threats and opportunities in the 
maritime airspace management domain.

conclusIon

By leveraging the potential of AI and network-centric tools, it is possible 
to create a more efficient and effective maritime airspace management 
system that can enhance situational awareness, decision-making, and overall 
operational effectiveness. However, it is important to address the information 
complexities, man–machine interface, and cybersecurity challenges that arise 
in the implementation of these technologies. By adopting a comprehensive 
and integrated approach that leverages the strengths of different domains, 
it is possible to create a robust and resilient maritime airspace management 
system that can address the challenges of the future.

By adopting a comprehensive and integrated approach, it is possible 
to create a more efficient and effective maritime airspace management 
system that can enhance situational awareness, decision-making, and overall 
operational effectiveness.
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